Bear Tracks

Smarter at Every Step.
100% Web Based. Easy to Use. Easy to Love.

Tracking the Workplace
In Motion
BearTracks is one of the best-loved
workplace tracking solutions in the
world -- used on every continent but one
(and we’re coming for you, Antarctica!).
Maybe that’s because BearTracks isn’t
just about tracking. It’s about intelligent
tracking.
Intelligent tracking allows an easy-to-understand dialogue between individual processes,
people, transactions, assets, and locations. It’s designed to transform historically siloed
functions into seamless coordinated actions -- within a single workplace or across multiple
sites around the world.
BearTracks uses intelligent tracking to follow and connect the behavior, location, and workflow
of individual mission-critical items and tasks -- from documents and supplies to employee
requests and tasks. Information is aggregated and easily visible, so performance can be
monitored and improved every step of the way. The result is greater control, accountability,
and efficiency --- making you smarter at every step.

meet the modules
BearTracks monitors and controls the flow of objects and services as they move through
your workplace, giving you complete visibility at every step.
Each module can stand
alone or can be fully integrated to bring you even greater insight into every aspect of your
workplace:
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Complete Visibility for the Workplace
in Motion
ACCOUNTABILITY
Maintain complete chain of custody for all
items including confidential data, critical
documents and other high-value items.

CONTROL
Leverage targeted reporting and displays
to improve internal logistics operations.

COMPLIANCE

EFFICIENCY

Create workflows for regulated processes,
and prove to auditors that workflows were
strictly followed.

Speed time-critical activities via well
designed functions and user interfaces.

COST REDUCTION

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

Reduce direct and indirect costs with
technology that improves efficiency and
operational effectiveness.

Monitor and measure key performance
indicators to improve operations and
demonstrate compliance with service level
agreements.

Configurable. Scalable. Flexible. We Move the Way You Move.

Get Smarter at Every Step
integration is our specialty

The Bear Difference
BearTracks expertly picks up the
trail YOU need to track, follows
the flow of information seamlessly
across one site or multiple sites,
captures it in a friendly, easy to use
format, and puts it right at your
fingertips.
We make collaboration across
the entire workplace a breeze. No
matter what you need to talk to.

Enterprise
Systems
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Personal Portal

Multiple
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BEAR TRACKS

Rooms & Tasks
Multi-Functional
Devices

Legacy
Software

what’s not to love about that?
Printer Fleet

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
You need to pay attention to the tiniest details and the big picture when you are trying to improve
operational efficiency. Bear Tracks delivers real-time analytics every step of the way. With every
action and event, Bear Tracks analyzes operational data to produce timely, targeted scorecards
that measure performance against Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
This information can then be used to prove – and improve – compliance with Service Level
Agreements (SLAs). BearTracks allows you to track business rules, SLAs, KPIs, locations, events,
statuses, part or the entire workflow of the different services and get detailed reports and analytics
from the data that has been collected. You can use operational, statistical or research reports for
every site and for every process. Every report can also be distributed to other systems as a PDF,
or exported to csv and Excel.
PERSONAL PORTAL
Stop chasing down information – let it come right to you. The Personal Portal brings the enterpriseclass functionality of Bear Tracks to the desktop, allowing individuals to view and track the status
of their requests and monitor their current status. Proactive notification via automated e-mail
keeps employees informed of delivery or request status. And our mobile capacity means you can
use BearTracks on the go.
WORKFLOW THAT REALLY GOES WITH THE FLOW
Designed with you in mind, with years of experience in Workplace Management, you’ll find our
easy to configure software will support any type of process – anywhere, anytime. Need distinct
workflows in each location and for each individual process? No problem. For example, a large site
can use completely different inbound workflow than a small site. Or, the inventory stock rooms
in a global company can be managed differently in each country. Having a flexible configuration
ability means you can continue to use processes that are currently in place, or improve and change
processes overtime, without changing the product itself.

IT loves us, too
we don’t build traps. we set you free.
BearTracks offers a unique combination of intuitive interface and highly functional software
“under the hood”. The software is designed to enhance efficiency and service levels with easyto-use tools, all the while collecting metrics that can be used to improve the overall operation.
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Support IT standards
Scalability (national, global)
Performance
Failover/redundancy
Internal or external hosting
Virtualization

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cloud computing
Platform Integration
Configurability
Internationalization/localization
508 compliance
Security

Used (and loved) around the world.
We are proud to say that many of the world’s leading institutions use Bear Tracks to give
them a true competitive advantage – from social media giants to sprawling universities to the
federal government.
But whether our clients are small organizations or household names, we get to know every
one of them personally and enjoy trusted, loyal and repeat relationships. Maybe that’s why
our clients are used to seeing such serious success, because we love the relationships as much
as the results.
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